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Title of Curriculum: Progress Assessment Chart and Progress Evaluation Index

Developed kt: H.C. Gunzburg

Publisher's Address: Aux Chandelles
PTArC Department
P.O. Box 398
Bristol, Indiana 46507
219-848-7451

Costs: Assessment Charts - P-P-A-G $4.80 per 25 forms
P-A-C-1 (12th Ed.) $5.75 per 25 forms
P-A-C-1A $5.75 per 25 forms
P-A-C-2 (10th Ed.) $5.75 per 25 forms
11/P-A-C-1 $4.80 per 25 forms

Evaluation Indexes- P-P-E-I $7.20 per 5 forms
P-1-I-1 $7.20 per i forms
P-E-I-2A *For Moderate $7.20 per 5 forms
P-E-I-2B For Mild $7.20 per 3 forms
P-E-I-2C For Borderline $7.20 per 5 forms
M-M/P-EI-1 $7.20 per 5 forms
M-F/P-E-.7.7_1--$7.20 per 5 forms

P-A-C Compl,Ae Speciment Set - $19.50
P-A-C Manual - $7.50

Intended Pop ilation: Mentally retarded students and adults, ages 2 - 25

purpose of P-A-C/P-E-I. System:

The P-A-C/P-E-I system was designed primarily to provide a means of systematically
recording the social behavior of mentally handicapped children and aduits. It pro-
vides a basis for assessing individual defftiencies as well as indicating program
needs for the entire class. It provides a logical sequence of social skills to be
taught and might be utilizedin connection with placement and diagnostic functions.

The t;erves to supplement the 0-A-C. The P-E-I provides quantAtive.information
relating.to the "average achievement levels" of'a specified population of mentally
handicapped persons. The purpose of.the is to provide staff and parents with
comparative information as to how an individual child compares to other children of
similar intelligence. It is only in this context that one can formulate meaningful
statements about a child's level-of social functioning, since he will predictably be
assessed as socially deficient in at least some areas if compared to a normal popu-
lation.

Selection of Skills:

The skills selected in each P-A-C were done so on the assumption that mastery of them
would make it easier for the handicapped child to adjust to the demands of the com-
munity. Within each of the four social skills areas (self-help, commnication,
socialization and occupation), the skills are arranged in ascending order of diffi-
culty on concentric rings. Each skill in a subsection is either easier or more
difficult than the skills in adjacent rings; skills placed on the same concentric
ring are approximately the same level of difficulty.



P-A-C Levels:

There are five P-A-C levels. The Primary P-ArC (P-P-A-C) is intended for children

ages 2-7. The sample population consisted of 156 handicapped children, ages 2-7,
with I.Q.'s of 55 or less who also had behavioral difficulties. The skills indi--
cated cover the first three years nf normal social development and some of the
items were selected from existent developmental inventories.

The P-A-C-1 is intended for children ages 6.-16. The sample PoPulation consisted of
337 children, ages 6-1U with I.Q.'s less than 55. The skills selected were drawn
alost ,,Aclusively from existing instrumpnts (Vineland, Doll, Stanford-Binet) and
their 4:21ection was based solely on their relevance to social development. The

P-A-C-1 corresponds to normal child development from three to eight years..

The P-A-C-1A is intended for children and adults between the ages of 16-25 who
haveagiinstrated mastery on the P-A-C-1, but who are not advanced enough for the

It.is an experimental forl in the sense that there eAsts no researr.h
regarding the usefulness of the items or the sequence and level of difficulty. As

such, there is not an accompanying evaluation index.

The P-A-C-2 is.designed for children and adults between the ages of 16-25, but
coulTETiged for older adults. The simple population consisted of 144 men and

women ranging in age from 15-31 with a WAIS I.Q. range of 40-84. The accompanying

evalvation index is based on these intelligence levels as opposed to age, as in ,

the other indexes. Thus, regardless of the age of the individual, average attaifi=
ment levels are compared to those in the sample functioning on' a similar level.
The levels include: moderately handicapped (WAIS I.Q. 40-54); mildly handficapped

(WAIS I.Q. 55-69); and borderline (MIS I.Q. 70-84).

The /P-A-C-1 is intended for Down's Syndrome children between the ages of 6-15.
The sample population consisted of 200 children:, with 10 boys and 10 girls.from

each age group. The M/P-A-C-1 uses the same items as the P-A-C-1, but the ordering'
is different and,'as there 'are sex differences, there are separate evaluation
folders for boys and girls.
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Title of Curriculum: Curriculum-Cumulative Progress Record, 1973

Developed Ely: Teaching Staff sponsored,by the Community Mental Retardation Section
of the ilental Health Division, Oregon

Publisher's Address: Mr. David A. Isom
Nental Health Division
Department of Human Resources
2570 Center Street, ri.E.
Salem, Oregon 97310

Cost: $6.00

Intended Population: Trainable mentally retarded students enrolled in public schools

purpose of Curriculum-Cumulative Progress Record:

The CCPR is designed to provide teachers of TMR children with an evaluation instru-
ment (Student Progress Record) and a how-to-do-it curriculum guide which would pro-
vide.the basic curriculum to be utilized in all TMR classes in Oregon.

Content of CCPR:

The Student Progress Record, the evaluation instrument of the CCPR, evaluates students
in tnirteen skill areas which include: social skills, receptive and exprestive lang-
uage, reading, writing, number concepts, money, time, eating, dressing, personal
hygiene, motor skills and physical fitness. The SPR includes criteria for scoring
as well at printed materials to be used in the evaluation.

The curriculum guide contains a task analysis of all the skills evaluated on the
Student Progress Record as well as additional skills in the three major areas of

. independent living, communication and physicq development.
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Title of Curriculum: Project More Daily Living Skills Programs

Developed by: Project More Staff, George Peabody College, Nashville, Tennes'see

Publisher's Address: Edmark Assoc'ates
1324 Northrup Way
Bellevue, Washington 98005
Toll free number (800) 426-0856

Costs: Toothbrushing Program - $5,00
Eating Program - $10.00
Nose Blowing Program - $5.00
Hand Washing Program - $5.00
Complexion Care - $6.00
Hair Washing - $5.00
Use of Deodorant - $5.00

Intended Population: Institutionalized trainable retarded students (could be used with
-----MT&rately to severely retarded students in a day school.)

!Lune of More Programs:
.

The More programs are designed to ai.d retarded children in becoming more independent
end self-sufficient. Most of the More programs are intended to be taught Cul ot*-

to-one basis and utilize a behavioral approach.

Content of More Programs:

Each More program consists of a task analysis of the skills involved in the content
area to be taught. In addition, each project ccitains specific instructions as to
how to teach each step including what the teacher should do or say to the student,
individual student progress graphs, and individual or group data sheets.
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Title of Curriculum: *Steps to Independence, February, 1976

Developed la: Behavioral Education Projects, Inc.
Nichols Hoilse,

Hdrvard University
Cambridge, nassac'eesetts 02133
671-455-4932

Publisher's Address: Research Press
Dox 31770
Champaign, Illinois 61820
217-352-3273

Intended Population: Pre-school and primary level special education students

Cost: Early Se1f-!.;e1p.Ski1ls - $4.95,
Intermediate Self-Help Skills - $4.95
Advanced Self-Help Skills - $4.95
Behavior Problems - $4.95
Training Guide -
Complete Program - $17.95

Purpose of Steps to Inrieeendence: To provide parents and teachers of special children
with behavioral techniques and programs for teaching self-help skills.

Content of Steos to Independence: The complete STI pfogram consists of four manuals
and a training guide that can be purchased as a Package or separately. The

first three manuals teach*self-help skills at the early, intermediate and
advanced levels L'od include readiness skills, basic motor activities, eating,
dressing, grooming aml housekeeping. The fourth manual addresses itself to
behaVioral muHlgemont tenhniques, while the training guide provides a means
of behaviorally essessing children for placement on the appropriate level of
self-help skills.

KIrmat of STI: Each proram follows the same general format':

1. Introduction to manual.
2. Choosing target skills
3. :Rewards and hnwto use them ."
4. 'Program steps for each specific skill area
5. QuestionF and answers to problems

. -

* Behavioral Education Projects fonmerly published ST1 as part of the Read Project

Series. Currently, other Read Project Manuals on play skills, speech and langUage
andtoilet training are being ,eivised and will be unavailable until spring, 1977.

9
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Title of Curriculum: Social Learning Curriculum, 1974

Developed bD Herbert Goldstein

Publisher's Address: Charles E. Merrill Company
Columbus, Ohio 43216
614-258-8441

Cost: $225.00

Intended Population: Primary level special education students in the first three-four
years of special education.

Purpose of SLC: The long range objectives of the SLC program are:

1. To think critically; that is, to dm, on,both stored and immediately available
knowledge in making decisions and,

2. To act independently; that is, to initiate, carry out and satisfactorily con-
clude activities'

The SLC prograM is a developmental program of activities designed to promote the
sdcfal adjugtment of special studehts. The Orriaulum is divided into ten content
area- called phases which represedt relevant teaching content. They are:

1. Phase 1 - Perceiving Individuality

This phase focuses on the need for the stuaent to accumulate accurate informa-
tion about himself so that he can communicate effectively, since much of social
communication is personal.

2. Phase 2 - Recognizing the Environment

This phase focuses on the need for the student to learn the rules, procedures,
characteristics ind people in the school environment, since in order to adaot
ta the school, he must learn what it has to offer lAni and how to make use of it.

3. Phase 3 - Recognizinr, Interdependence

This phase helps thd student to deal with the dilemma of,expected independence
-on one hand and the real and continuing need for assistance on the other and
to enable him to differentiate between instances which he can cope with alone
and those which might indicate a reasonable need for assistance.

4. Pl.ase 4 - Recognizing the Body

This phase assists the student in identifyin4 and becoming aware of his body
image at an early stage in order to understand And utilize his physical capacities
in his social invironment.

5. Phase 5 - Recognizing and Reactina to Emotions

This phase serves to make the st.dent aware of fiis feelings, the feelings of
others and the appropriateness of certain emotional responses.
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6. Phase 6 - Recognizing. Whatthe'Sonses"Do

This phase serves to increase the student's awareness of the functioning of the
sense Organs in order that he may gain more toO1s with which to begin Processing
inforination about his environment. .

--7. Phase 7 - Communicating With Others

This phase enables the student to become aware of the many types techniques
and applications of the main categories of communication.

8. Phase 8 - Getting Along ',Nth Others

This phase is designed to help students realize that some kinds of behavior
are more socially acceptable than others.

9. Phase 9 - Identifying Helpers

This phase cOncentrates on the various members of the school staff and their,
relationship to the student and is designed to help s uilents cope in their

environment by learning how, when or whom they should ask-for help.

10. Phase 10 - Maintaining Body Functions

This phase teaches basic information about the body and its regulatory systems
and relates the functions of the body to body maintenance and stritegies for
maintaining health.

Content of SLC:

The SLC program consists of 10 phase books,,72 stimulus Pictures(black and white
photographs), 10 spirit duplicatc,r books, transparencies, assessment of phase
knowledge record charts, supplementary books in physical education, math and
science, a teacher's guide and a scope and sequence chart.



Title of Curriculum: 'Social Learning Curriculum, 1975

Developed By.: Herbert Goldstein
--

Publisher's.Address: Charies E. Merrill & Company
Columbus, Ohio 43216'
14-753-?441

Cost: ';',150;n

Intended Population: Primary level special education students who have mastered the
material in Phase 1-10, SLC, 1974.

INfAltof SLC:

The curriculum is divided into six content areas called phases which focus on adapta-
tion to the home and family. They are:

1. Phase 11 - Identifying Home and Family

This phase focuses on who the Chiles family is and what kind of peonle comprise
his family and is intended to/help the child recognize and utilize the need ful-
filling aspects of the home environment.

2. Phase 12 - Recognizing Basic Physical Needs

This phase provides the student with the necessary information about physical
care--nourishment, rest and exercise--to provide him with the tools for control
over the fulfillment of basic needs.

3. Phase 13 - Recognizing Personal Needs

This phase equips the student with knowledge of places, people and things that
might be relied on to fulfill his personal needs.

4. Phase 14 - Actiral on Interdependence

This phase teaches that dependent behaviov\is acceptable, but teaches the student
to'develop a sense of judgment 'about seeking assistance, i.e., establishing the
proper criteria for selection e helpers and developing appropriate ways te ask
for assistance.

5. Phase 15 - Maintaining Self and Environment

This phase enables the student to become aware of and understand the many aspects
of personal appearance, how to control appearance and the consequences of nood
and poor appearance.

6. Phase 16 - Communicating Effectively

This phase serves to create in the student an awareness of the dynamics of com-
munication and the tyiles, techniques and applications of speaking, gesturing and
writing.

.Content of SLC: The SLC program consists
white photographs).families lide

_transparencies, a teacher's guide

of 5 phase hooks, 50 stimulus nictures (black and
set ,Ath sound cassette, snirit dunlicator book,
and a,scope.and sequInce chart.

77'712



SCHOOL FOR CONTEMPORARY EDUCATInM

Mid Currtculum: Developing Understanding of Self and Others (DUSO 0-1 ), 1970

Devedbed by.: Don Di nkmeyer

Publisher 's Address: American Guidance Service, Inc.
Publisher's Building
Circle Pines, Minnesota 55014
612-78C-4343

Cost: 1115.00

Intended Egulatial: Childrenjn kindergarten and lower primary grades

Purpose of DUSO

The DOSO D-1 program is designed to help the child become more aware of the relation-
ship between himself, other people, and his needs and goals. Its primary objective

is to increase the child's self-concept and ego strength. The progranicontains
eight units, each of,which contain an introduction and activities or -%ycles° which
last approximately 25 minutes. Each unit is designed to be taught daily over a 4-g

week period. The units consist of the following:

1. Unit 1 - Understanding and Accepting Self

This unit is designed to help the child appreciate himself as a unique individual
and to aio him in discovering his strengths as well as his waknesses. .

2. Unit 2 -"Understanding. Feelings.

This unit emphasizes the child's becoming more mare of his feelings and the
feelings of others and encourages discussiwof positive and negative feelines.

3. Unit 3 - Uneltritandilla Others

This Unit is designed to aid the child in becoming socially responsible and to
help him understand acceptable and unacceptable group behavior.

4. Unit 4 - Understanding ladgmqtnce_

This unit emphasizes the need for the child to become increasingly self-reliant

and learn to function quasi-independently.

5. Unit 5 - Understandina Goals and Purposeful Behavior

This unit is designed to teach the child a "courageous" approach to attaining
his goals and the relevance of tasks involving the home, schock and community
to his present and future goals.

Unit 6 - Understanding 2,21tery, Cottipetence and ResourceNlness

This unit focuses on each child's need to assess his capacities realistically.

3
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Unit 7 - Understanding Emotional Maturity
_ .

This unit focuSes,on.helping the child to recognize and understand the dffference
between 1n4ffecti4e an4 effective responses to change and stress.

. Unit 8 - Understanding Choice; and Conteguences

This unit helps the child to recognize the.interrelationship between his feelings,
values and behavior and to recognize and accept the consequences'of his behavior.

Content of.DUSO D-1: The meti., DUSO D-1 kit consists of a teacher's manual., 21 records
.'--7irTaiFlEassettes, 5.group ATTEgiTon cards, 2 story books, 33 posters, 8 puppets.

11 pupi,et props, 33 puppet cards and 33 role playing cards.

Selection oftessons:

The .DUSO.D1 Progra0 wasfield tested for three yeam 4nd included 4,150 children
,of vaiiiiirithnic'i racial and economtc grou0s. Each cycle consists of the following
elements:

1. Story
2. Problem.Situation
3. Role Playing ActiAty
4. Puppet Activity
5; Suipplementary Activities



SCHOOL FOR CNTEMPORARY EDUCATIOH

Title of Curriculum: Developing Understanding of Self and Others (OUSO 0-2),1971

Developed by: Don Dinkmeyer

Tublisher's Address: American Guidance Service, Inc.
Publisher'sBuilding
Circle Pines, Minnesota 55014
612-786-4343

Co5t: $110.00

Intended E222121i2a: Children in grades 2 - 4, ages 7 - 10.

Purpose of OUSO 0-2: The DUSO 0-2 program is designed to 'help the child': understand
and value his uniquoness; understand interpersonal relationships and the
purposiVe nature of human relations; Understand the interrelationship between
ideas, feelings, beliefs and behaviors; and understand competence and the
components thereof. The program contains eight units., with a format simi-
lar to DUSO 0-2. The units consist of the following:

1. Unit 1 - Toward Self-Identity: Developino Self-Awareness and a Positive
Self-Concept. This unit is designed to help the child discover and
appreciate both his strengths and weaknesses.

2. Unit 2 - Toward Friendship: Understanding Peers. This unit is designed
to help-tET5ild become aware of his pRin fgrFns and become sensitive
to the feelings of others.

3. Unit 3 - Toward Responsible Interde hdence: Understanding Growth From
Self-Centeredness to Social Interett. T s unit focuses on the importance
of belonging and becogiiTPart of a grOup and those'behaviors which might
lead to acceptance or rejection by others in a group..

4. Unit 4 - Toward Self-Reliance: 'Understanding Personal Responsibility.
This unit focuses on the need of the child to make responsihle choices
and to recognize the relationship between behavior and consequences.

5. Unit 5 - Toward Resourcefulness and Purposefulness: Understanding Per-
sonal Motivation. This.0:fecuses on the need for esurceu1
planned approach in order to attain one's goals.

6. Unit 6 Toward Cormetence: Understanding Accom lishment. This unit
focuses on the need 6-F-ch1ldren to realist caiy:assess their capahili-
ties and how goals, confidence and self-acceptance influence accomolish-
mcnt.

1 5
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7. Unit 7 - Toward Emotional Stability: Understandin Stress. This unit is
designed T670-p children identify sel e eating emaliFil reactions to
stress as well as alternative methods of dealing with stress.

8. Unit 8 - Toward Responsible.Choiclaking: Understandin Values. Thts

unit focuses on the need for the ch to exp1 67.-e t e relatTiiiTiFip between

his value,system and the expectations and reactions of other people.

Coeent of DOSO 0-2: The meta; DUS9. D-2 kit consists of a teacher. manual, 17 records
and7-675 cassettes, 8puppet, 33 puppet activity cards, 33 discussion pictures,
6 discussion guide cards, 8 self and social development activity cards, 33
career awareness activity cardi and 33 role playinn activity cards.

Selection of Lessons:

The DUSO D-2 program was field tested in 1971 and 1072 and included 5,lon of varying
ethntc, racial and economic groups. Each cycle consists of the followinn elements:

1. 1. StOry'(follbwed by-discussion)
2. Poster.
3. Problem Situation
A. Role Playing Activity
5. Puppet Activity
6. Discussion Picture
7. Career Awareness Activity
8: Supplementary Activities
9. Recommended Supplementary Activities
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Title of Curriculum: Focus on Self Development

Deve:1ope4 Anderson, Lang & Scott

Publisher's Address: Science Research Associates
259 East Erie Street
Chicago, Illinois 60611
POO) 621-G468 (toll free)

Cost: Stage (Yne-Awarenfss A cl-V; Stage Two-Respending (q5G..501);ep
Stage Three-Involvement (

Intended Population: Elementary school students, grades K-6

Purpose of Focus:

Focus is a developmental program with the overall objectives of leading the, child
toward an understanding of self, an understanding of othees and an understanding of

the environment and its effects. Thd Focus program consists of three stages: aware-

ness, responding and involvement. Each stage is housed in a separate box with accom-
panying materials and can he purchase1 -teparat2ly.

Description of Stage.:

1. Stage 1, "Aw ness," (1970) is intended for children in grades K-2. It consists

of an introductory unit, 18 content units (A-R) and a summarization unit, each of*

which requires.0 - 120 minutes. Each unit focuses on one of the followino con-

tent areas:

a. Attributes of self
b. Family,relationships
c, Understanding Others
d. Feelings
e. Sensory percePtion of the environment
f. Problem solving and decition making

,g. Sharing

2. -Stage 2, "Responding" (1971) is intended for children in grades - 4. It con-

sists of an introductory it, 17 content units (A-Q) and a summarization unit,

each of which requires 60 - 0 minutes. Each unit focuses on one of the follow

ing content areas:

a. Feelinos
b. Family relationships-
c. Peer relationships
d. Problem solving
e. 14orld of work

3. Stage 3, "Involvement," is intended for children in grades 4 - 6.. It consists
of an introductory unit, 15 content units (A-P) and a summarization unit, each of
which requires 60 - 120 minutes. ,Each unit focuses on one of the following con-

tent areas:

a. Feelings
b. Family relationships
c. Problem solving
d. Social Relationships
e. World of work



-.2-

Selection of Lessonr:

In 1969, a field study for Stage I was conducted with a sample of 1087 students in

42 public school classes. Field testing of Stage 2 (1971) included only nine classes,

Stage 3 (1972) consisted of thirty-five classes with the primary objective being to

collect information for the revision of the material prior to pbblicatioh. The sub-

sequent format for the units in each stage is as follows:

1. A brief paragraph describing the purpose of the unit

2. An overview of the theme activity (filmstrip, story or record)

3. A. statement as to' when the unit nvight best be presented

4. Suggestions for introducing the theoe activity

5. Presenting the theme activity

6. Questions for discussion

7. Other suggested activities

8. Supp-lementary material

1 8



SCHOOL FOR CONTEMPORARY EDUCATION

Title of Curriculum: Toward Affective Development, 1974

Developed lor. Dupont, Gardner and Brody.

Publisher's Address: American Guidance Service, Inc.
Publisher's Building
Circle Pines, Minnesota 55014
711-rG-f.:".3

Cost:

Intended p2pulation: Students ages 8-12 (can be used with considerably older EMR, LD,
or ED students vho are verbal)

Purpose of TAD: "

The TAD program is an activity-centered program designed to stimulate psychological
and affective development. The prcgram contains 191 lessons each lasting approxi-
mately 25 minutes which are to be taught daily. The Te\program is divided into
five sections which have different, but somewhat overlapping goals and content.
The goals include:

1. Extending students' openness to experience;

2. Helping students learn to recognize, label and accePt feelings and to under-
;stand the relationship between feelings and interpresonal events;

3.'Helping students develop skills of social collaboration through awareness of
feelings and actions that weaken or strengthen group effort;

4. Helping,students become aware of their unique characteristics, aspirations,
interests and the adult careers open to them;

5_ Helping Students develop a thought process model which will help them choose
behavior that is both personally satisfying and socially constructive.

Sdlection of Lessons:

Lessons were designed based on the premise that there is an interactive relation-
ship between cognitive processes (such as, labeling, classifying, problem solving
and reasoning) and the affective processes (such as mdtives, interests, values
and feelings). The program was\field tested for three years and included 2,00o

students. All students were enrolled iq public schools and included blacks,
orientals, Indians, etc. Modiftpation br deletion of lessons within the program
were the result of evaluationS made by teachers and other professionals during

the field test phase.

Content of Lessons:

The TAD program is divided into the following five sections:

1. "Reaching.In and Reaching Out" which includes 51 lessons designed to help
students extend their openness- to experience;

1 9
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2. "Your Feelinos and M:ne" which includes 45 lessons designed to help students
recognize and *IOW feelings, to understand the underlying causes of feelings and
to experience and .understand how their actions influence the emotional climate of

the classroom;

3. "Working Together" which consists of 37 lessons designed to help students develop
skills of social collaboration and discover, the feelinos and actions that weaken

or strengthen group effort;

4. "Me: Today and Tomorrow" which contains 39 lessons vesented in two levels (one
level for grades 3 & 4; one for grades 5 & 6) designed to help students become
more aware of their unilue characteristics, aspirations and the adult careers
available to them;

5, ."Feeling, Think;ng, Doing" which includes 19.lessons and is designed_to help
students develop a constructive thoughtprocess model for resolving conflicts.

2 0
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Considerations In Regard_ to TAD, DUSO and FOSE)

1. Have all of the lessons been reviewed to determine the relevancy and appropriate-
nest' of the material for your population? Hill the material require a great deal
of modification and is it suitable for all the children in the class?

2. Do you have particular goals for the group, for individuals for both? Who will

set these goals?

3. What is your criterion for completing a lesson (a certain percentage of the group
having reached group goals for that session,,individuals having Performed ade-
quately in terms of their own programs, a subjective feeling that the session went
well and the group is ready to,move on)? °

. Have you considered what type of data system to use, e.g.; itidiyiduals rate them-,
selves on positive and negative behaviors, with'Or without ihstruction from the
teacher; teacher rates total group behavior, etc. ' "..

. What type of reinforcerrwill be used: concrete, social, intermittent or fixed,
at end of group only, efe.?

6. What will be the respective roles of the'staff in regard to the actual session:
one will direct the discussion and the other will take care of problems and take
'data; staff members will rotate roles, ect.

7. Are group rules to be established prior to implementation of the group and w o is
to be included in the decision-making process?

8. Are there oehaviors which will result in expulsion from the group for the duration
of the session? Are there group behaviors which might compel you to terminate the
group for the day? Will inclusion in the group be mandatory, earned, etc.? Hill

peer control be the deciding factor in decisim-making? If so, are you willing
to go along with whatever the students might decide to do even if you disagree?
How will you structure peer decision-making so'that one or two verbal students
aren't making decisionsfor the whole group? Have' you thought out your reasons
for wanting the group .to make all decisions independent of you and the ramifica-
tions of this. (Specifically, are the students ready in terms of maturity and
judgment to make decisions that you can support? If not, how are you helping
them to learn how to make good decisions, e.g, pointing out possibilities and
alternatives.) Also, are you able to list What the behavioral.components of de-
cision-making are in terms of each child since all children are at different steps
along the continuum. (It's probable that first children are not yet at the level
of re;ponsible decision-making in the sense that they have not mastered el the
prerequisites for such'a skill.)
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9. Have you considered which behaviors you will ignore? attend to? throw out to the

group for coment? If you plan to deal with most behaviors by labeling them and

dealing with them in the group, do you have a means for determining if this

approa.ch is workinii with a particular child, that is,, if such an approach is

serving to decrease or increase a particular behavior?

10. Have you considered a child's probable future placement in terms of deciding Objec-

tives? For example,' if the child will probably be in a sheltered environment for

the *ration of his adult life, typcially he will not have the need for or the

opportunity to make decisions regarding consequences for other peers. However,
there are several Other.skills that,will be more essential in terms .of his getting

along with other people, e.g., initiating conversation, responding appropriately
to greetings made by others, listening tO what other people say, etc.. `Therefore,

consideration must be given not only to where the chiltlis functioning now in

tent of social skills, but also what will be most critical in terms of his probable
need for having that skill in his natural environment and a realisticlassessment

as to whether he will have the opportunity to practice that skill in an environment

other than SCE.



Below is a list of behaviors-negative and positive-that may occur in the group setting
that you might want to consider in terms of setting up a data program, deciding on

child specic objectives,.and consequencing. This list is by no meanS exhaustive,

but it does point out sample behaviorsthat need to be anticipated.

Negative,Behaviors

1;:out of seat
2. running around room
3. leaving room
4. yelling out or interrupting others
5. arguing or talking back
6.-ignoring eacher regoests
7. cemOlaireing or relectont to comply with requests
8.'refmsa1 to comply with teacher requests. .

.9. .verbally or physically annpying other students
10."abusing or destroying, property
11. engagfhg:in activity other than that of the group
12. irrelevant comments
13, inappropriate or unpleasant facial expressions
14. inappropriate verbalizations to peers or. teacher
15. tone of veiCe loud,.bossy, too Soft, condescending muffled, phony
16. 'failure to verbalize in group
17. failure to establish eye contact
18. failure to orient tdward speaker
19, looking around mom
20. monopolizes conversaticn
21. inappropriate responses to outside stimuli or unfamiliar people
22. bizarre movements, ticii or self-stimulatory.behavior
23. failure to stand up' fur himself, i.e.' reacts passiVely when annoyed by another
24. =failure to accept cri'Acism,-e.g. lashes out when criticized by another

-PositiVe Behaviors

1. stays in seat
2: waits turn'and is recognized before talking
3. Complies with teacher requests neutrally or pleasantly

4. establishes oye eOntact with speaker
-5. orients toward speaker ,

6. positive-or appropriate verbal or physical interactions with other students
7. treating property of school and others carefully
8. comments relevant to group discussion
9. responds when asked to
10. tnitiates respenses or conversation, without monopolizing group time

11. elaborates on,peer responses-
12. moderate and appropriate tone of voice
13. language acceptable in lost other environments
14. fatial expression flexible and appropriate to what is hawening or being said

15. responses to outside stimuli or unfamiliar people appropriate
16. will listen to and consider criticism cf himSelf by others without getting angry

17. can evaluate reiticism and respond appropriately _

18: can accept praise without looking embarrased, become sullen, self-conscious, etc..

19. praises others when appropriate
20. ignores or responds appropriately to disruptive behavior of others

2 3
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I. Rationale

A high percentage.of a youne child's working hours are spent engaged in motor
and verbal behavior related to objects in his environment, often toys provided
to stimulate or channel such activity. -Th development of such toy play is
rarely an instructional objective for the youn'i chil,; but is rather usually
seen as either a situation free of adult intervention and/or as a strategy to
promote discovery learning. On the part uf a few children, however, toys and

\_ the opportunity to relate to them can be a matter of indifference or inability.
For these cnildren, if the skills involved in toy play are to be acquired, they
must oe systematically-taught. To assist in this goal, the curriculum describ-
ed herein ,ids developed.

This skill area was chOsen for curriculum development not only because toy
play is a primary occupation of,young children. Toy play also appears ,

mecessary to the.development of peer interaction in that most interactions
between young children involvetoys. In addition, a cnild who'engages in a
nigh rate or toy play.Undoubtadly.learns tome unplanned skills (whether ttle
partidular,:toy israted "educational" or not).

Objectives

In developing independent toy play objectives, the ocus was two-fold, one --
that the child be able to play witii a variety of toys and, two, that he do so
in a play situation independent of adults. To develop specific objectives,
a lisc of toys commonly offered to young (less than six years of age) children
was compiled. The toys were analyzed into categories according to the
functions for which they were apparently designed an,I, thus, the behavior
required of the child to play with the object(s) as designed. These categories
were organized 'accordin9-toApparent dtfficulty or at least comiplexity.

:However, it should be emphasized that neither the categories; the toys within
paca category, or the age levels can be considered to be sequenced in terms of
empirical difficulty, they do not represent a kndwn necessary:learning hierarchy.
Ihis developmental process has resulted in the organization of toys represented

,

by the Progress Profile (see Appendix). In some cases, .substitutions may have
, to be made for some toys or one may vish to test for generalization of skills

to similar but novel toys. Guidance' in such substitutions/additions. should
come from the toy category.definitions. In other words, replace toys with
others that meet tae category definition aft.; are at the same age level.

1) Functional Toy Skills.- The toys in this.category.are one-piece
objects designed to elicit simple motor actions of short duration.
The toys typically provide a brief automatic visual or-auditory
response following these actions. The toys were further divided
on the basis of delayed or non-delayed toy response. (Examples:
Hon-delayed - rattle; delayed - music box). Play occurs when
the child manipulates an object in the functiOnal manner(s) for
which it was designed.

2) Physical Toy Skills - The toys in this category are designed to
elicit gross motor action. They typically involve extensive
movement of the child on the toy (Example: Ball). Play occurs
when an object is manupulated in the manner(s) for which it was
designed.

3) Constructive Toy Skills - The toys in this category do not typically
nive any mechanical or automatic response to a child. Rather they
are designed with two or more parts to elicit organizational action



on the part of the child. Play consists of the organizing behavior
including physical arranqement (Example: Slocks) and/or role
relationships (Example: Car ani.garage). The-toys, and thus Ow.
objectives within this.category, have bean further diviTld in 'orms
of'apparent complexity on the basis of the F.umlier (r: appropriate
functional relationships between tha

_Given these definitiOns of toy categOries, the specific ohjctive(s) for f:ach
toy, and the age level of ach toy, th:2 curriculum obj,:ctive.req:rdlr,g toy.
skills is as follo-s.

Ahea presented v:ith each toY an asked t.) pThy, the chilj will

.jective 1 the skills aSsorl'Ited with, toys in each categcr_lf to the criterich

specjfieL fo',. category for his chronological

In addition, the following independent play objecti-e is to be met.

Jhen-presented with at least two toys the child has w.sterad

-X.:jective 2
askeu to play by himself, the child will be on-t-Isk 35% oi ten
minutes wich no more than on2 adult interction of short (tan
seconds) duration during each 5 minute scgL-:nt.



ill. Pre-t2st

The pre-test is ao,dinistereo Lietermine the chronelogical age
of the child anc !..):?cia . testing i t itcr.! at the next youngest. level. For
example, if a chi1J-coronoloqcal 3qe is 3 years .; months, pre-tasting
be.jin at the second lvel.. If,criterion is net at the fiest age level.
tested continue pre-T,estin tA,:!' next highest, age level. If critr-Tion
was not uei t the i'.rst level-testej-coatinue pretesting at the next
lowest level. Pre-scinj shoul,7: e.ise .inen a child fails 3 toys in a rovt at
any arie level Olt age lLv-.:A is consire,,i failpd.

tt any given ag2.10.,J,- one should alternate tovs across categories. To pre-
test, give e_ch toy a the saN., "Play with or an equivalent
.statement w'hich j:;s qot Fr,-)cify t-he particular ehavioral'objectiva. If
he fals to ac':. o stoos L:fure reachin,1 critef.i20 for ne toy encourage
him tp continue by s:ving ''That else c.in you do v!it'.1 the FOr
informational purposes ae.ta encourage the child to play, it is permissible
to model p1a2, for chiN after fai's item. iowever, even if he imitates,
ti:a toy should consid21.1 tO ha Q.er)

P,-,3-test ,7.n toy mrked as follows on the ihstructional
Sulr": (1) "yes" for a toy on Aich the child met

(?) "no" for .7! to.;-, on 'ehicl the child was-test-d and failed to
;eet "3). for a to: not presentel durii._ the pre-test
This ihfc,rm,a,;ion ',1-7!r-ft::-Te:; to ne Proclress Profile by circlintoys
wasterj

A child r:ac,, critLrio :11s last chronoloOcal ait2 iS coasii.iered
LO p13 Oat o: or t.,1 toy s!..i11 curricultx1 as in regard t6 Z11::

To pre-telt tie s j.2ctive, if Lie bas met-criterion at ne
y:7:ar lrvel, ne is jv tt) Loys Oat he deqonstrated mastery on durinn the

oy prc-ths i %?J o Hay b hiself Cie teacher does Some work
in the str.12 rocH. Th tecer soulJ record whether or not the child was
playing indepenjently for of ecca 33 second interval. (See
jata Fora in Appen:iix). Any approach h.2,, the child to the teacher is scored
off-taSk. The t:acher interact briefly ith the child tt4o times durincy the
ten minute peri-),i,.ence the first five minutes, and again wit:iin the
second five 71inut2s, contingent only on in4ependent play_ If 85% (25) of .

the intem'als are (m%tk, chil-; has met criterion. A child may be
pre-tsted on imienendent pl.v. A Oild may reach criteriOn on toL,,. skills,
yet f:!il to reach criterion ON indepenent play.
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instruLt,ih

To.plan instrJction, conSul,..s i'rogr-,,Fr.:. Profile, netinn the
lowest elle tfte chir! filcd :,eet criter,n: Instruction shoulO
begin un tois at, ti s or30 "it)iii a nivoh age level, toys may be
.taugnt in any oraer. It is "L'ISte,i t1-.t of tnree toys
uurin9 any un,,2 sessicn. -If variet:,, is ..7onsiderej iioportant. toys
different cateories suul.i be ,.ius; ,i;lilarity.is to Le
tuys..jthin a c6t.;.;:)y tiu Hthir, a given session. .uvever,
instructiun a V tl critriOn iS
at that 1ev-21.

Strategies to io in te3chifyl tGy incluOe proriptinq am. positive
reinfurcei:!ent for .i?oropri:,te pij). r.t:chniques nre fully convereri 5y
Teacninn: A'C6irse A2plie0 t7:1010-2 2.Acker Sri,nc, Aesciarch Assoc:ates
Inc. Instructional ,odule 1.resc.ioo1 Outreaco). This avroac!!, involves

tT-Ts',7,-Trfs raqji rej to -Ilay with each toy into a sequential
hierarchy.- :115trucli i, Tit tas!: prPce!..les thrhohi.,.
t4e !lost difficAt. t:is! or.e inclU:0 in V12 I.
is recuiveri:J2,1 thrst (Y,j,,c i poi 1 to riore finely
track progress.

If a chil is on-tas 3ess thin the 23 intervals,reinforceent shoul
be introduced at a levi of at least once an- irltrvol. jf he was not on-tasi-,
for tlia najority of any rq..,rval, r.L!in::0;.c.12,74t s6ou10 be9in at a frequency
Of less than 3) s'acon,is. If a cOl ! oas 0.-tas% or has rN,cheJ n on7task
level of lu intervls,jcirtforcnt 5/(!,,a; !).eAelivered on the averaqe of
everyothor on.-tasl: interval. I ri liouli he variabll, hoever,- i,e.,
not every other illto.val. thc j I as r;::ached an on-tes!:
level of 17 intervals ;71- at leat consr:cutive days, the frequency of
reinforceent 5hoolJ lrad:1311:crea?o to th,,criteria of one every
10 intervals. If u iu this ;)eri6,;, a. eili1Xs nuuer af on-task intil:Tvals.
decreases, reinforce::ent delivery sheJW 5e returned te- the average of every

intery61 anJ

t,
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Chi ,d

LEVEL 05-0T0-1-757to

Rattle

( 2 Frog

Pattieball

Pull Toy

IT)EPDIODT TOY PLAY:

Busy Face Jack.ln.Box (1)

Sound Twist See N Say ())

Push Truck stlerry4lo-Round (1)

30

4

5

Jack-In-Boil)

see N (2)

Mery-Go-Pound (

. School for Cootemporary
Nuciti.ln, Preschool Prl

Social Curriculum

September 1975

PRORESS MILE

Age

TOY SKILLS

Date Pretest Oate

PHYSICAL

! Blocks-Fill (1)

Mestiro Cues

Stack Rings (1)

b*ON.161.,...../11 fT
.1111 Roll (1) .

Ball Throw

4ottlellide

.10c1?-Tower
2)

Rlock-Train 3)

Ugo-Tower (1)

mailboi, (I)

Piece Puvle

Scribble

vorkbench

TiFIT-j-nicTrir* Bokrij4 TrurC11-6-th
Ncking Boat Bead String Farm (1)

lailbpx (2)

11.4 2-Piece Puzzle 0

75575717q rd571-1Tocks

Puzzle (3) Farm (2)

Sviibêuic Drawin

4571607E0713)

Lego-Corner (3) Farm (3)

4-Piece Puzzle

INDEPENDEF PLAY

Ot:e Pretest Pretest Scores: Total On-Task Total T Interaction Date CriterionT/ssed

*Criterion Circle Tols when criterion met during pretett or instruction.,

Circle age level when criterion met during pretest or instruction.
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Social Curriculum
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110EPEITEPT TOY AAY

Toy Sdlls Instructional Profile

( do6 Year Level

Al: Crittria. J Puoctioaal M7.0o1ayed

ollstructive Si012-Function

C'016's '6Z 11

CflId

Ate of Prest

date t;rit3riol1 let
%Mogan

,.._

,i\ TE 'AR'?

:nctional

)nielayc

TnY

!".attle

................_... ,

3EHAVIROPi OBJECTIVE CP,IT:PR

".,,X in rol,!

?X

777
SC1RE

,

STT

._ ....,..... .

Froo Produce sound with Pincher

Grass

RE;!j12 ;3n 13.1!, ousiii_i_odolin 'ront, '': Feet

.4-..--..,
.

.
.

!!alk forward.sulliv'i toy Sleet
,

......._

........,___

.........1...

nctiw...

inde-Functioft

32

,

31c,ds (0 B1ocq_p2lip container 9 ble6
,

.

stirit'. Place Cups inSide each

other in orooer kgLienCe..

,,i tios,'4

:.

Ix

__

$

.

Stac.,

kirs (1)

(I', Take top off

(2) Take rings off

(3) Put on rings (any order)

(4' Put on tos...,__L_

,

.

.

.. ,

,

.

,

.

3
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II)EPENDFIT TOY PLAY

Toy Skills Instructional Profill

2 Year Lee]

Age Criteria. 2 Fundional, Ion-Oelayed

Functional allayed

2 PnyOcal

Comtructive Single-Function

.6.110*111MWO
Age

Child

Oate of Prztest

Oate Criterion et

.1 I

cATEGCRY WY BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE ClITERION SCORE START MIE YtYS

unctional

on-Delayeu

Lusy FaCi, (1) Squeeze nose,(2) blink eye

(3) wiggle tongues (4) turn

hc.1...Llain mirror

IX

*.m.
Scuni

Tvist

1i2 turn V io roo

...01.0.11.

' vti3;) L'uck

al111....

Push tluck with hand

*
5 rjett ** wens

dmmodoo.
* rwammw......... *.1.........=.60.1.....1.1.W.1.*....

mmlnyugam.
..114.11.1.1.........* *.w...

Anctioal

.,

3 4

wammwelioam

o

Jacin-Box

M.*

(1) ;Ind toy thru song

2). Push Om into box

2'(

_____

'AY

(1)

(1) Pull ring completely

oiout and release it

9

uerry-a-

ilound (l)

(1) Turn on and off

(2) Take out and put back

2 animals

e

-------------7
................,......

....MEW .... ......
Paysibl

,

large ball roll f

tennis

ball

-
throws ,

.

.

.
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110EPEST DY PLAY

Toy Skills Instructional Profile

3r: Year Level ,

.Age Critgia: 'Tunctional-Delayed

1 Pnysical _

.3 Constructive Single-Function'

1 Constructive 'iulti-Function

s Age

Child

Date of Pretest

Ate Criterion Het

...............................

chTivuo lul TRIORAL 011JECTIVE ATPIN

1 E

SCAE

r rivriv
STO DATE OAYS

'unctiolal

*lay?

36

Jac4-in-6ox

(2)

,

1,1) oind toy thru song

,(2.) Push cloo into box

Shut lid

2/,
,

,

_i3)

1 Say (1) i Pull ring compl2tely

(%) out and release it

(2) Hold onto toy wit)

other ham;

.... onn*amr- www....1 ...dm.. ...."......

,

.

,arryzo- (1) Turn on and off

20aj (2) (.) Take out and put

back 2 animals

3) Turn knob 1 full turn

)'
,

,...,.. .....

4...1.....dirWa....nIMINIIVM.

hysical

...0.1.

larc,?, 'Jill Piounce and catch

1..____....._

:lockiog 3oat (I) clet 'in,. (2) rock 5.X

(4 let out

a
.

2(': . ,

........................_.

.

.

,

._____..

.

.
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Page 2

2nd Year Level

----------
CATEDY TOY

.

/
//

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE, CRITERIU

. )RETEST

SCORE

IdSUUC1I30

START DATE
. ! DAYS

Physical

Continued

,

;,idiro

1r3ottic

, (1) Get On

(2) Ride forwa d continuously

(3) Get off

2% 5 Feet

..._____

____________

Constructive

S1n0e-

Fuaction

38

31!oc'ks ("I)

BlockS (3)

Leco (1)

Build tower

Build train

Build tower

i blocks, 1X

3 blocks, 1;;

3 blocks; 1X

Ail 'Ax (1). Open door

(2) Tike'outpieces

(3) Put pieces thru snaped

holes

1 shape .

1 Piece

izde

.(1) Take apart

r4) Placa tqether

r

:.cri.,)51':2 ieke narks on paper 3 strokes,

In dirl?ctiolL-------

pegs each

"LLD Iiiru

_________

,

.
.

,



ChW ....41.4.111.now..../

f' r
k.. UI I3Y

wil/MbaymprOdy..0

HOVIORAL OBJECTIVE CrTP10'

SCE Preseiool Project

Page 2

3 Year Level

P9ETEST

SC0[4: STAT J,T1:

:unstructive

Anrje-

Agictim

ocks .ridc!L

Strinc,

1ox (%) (1) 0!Y,:n door, take

out spes, (3)

Diem thru ioies

(1) Ta!:,e apar

112 1,2) Phce tvlqher

:)iecris

-.
'J'',2cts

vLr!):111\' Jr nro Lctior,

2 D1CS

4 0

1

4 1
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.1rETI)EI T)Y PLAY

Toy Skills Instructional Proh4,.

ith Yfar '

Critrior " Colistrucdve. Singie-Function

anstrgivIti-Functkm 3Pate of Prtf!st

116's ,, Ale

ritNlon
1.1.....W./...10110111041..1miry

....0.1......6.11*.

A

.4116 ,.,Lt I

...,,M).,.1 ,.,,;,, '

lb

FUOCi,,:2

12

PEOVINAL OBIECTIVC

(1) top oh".

rthgs off

0) Put rinqs on 1P

nrrect owr

11 Put on toti

(I) it apart

0) too0,4r

.ur ,.! represents

nject ;

verLany Or Uri%

action

It

CRIMM:
5,Cpri,

*AIT,

Wirnell.....n.w.....,34ama.vmmoluall

41.

,,,,, e. r

11..011. OYV

4
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WORM TOY PLAY

Toy Skilisinstructional Profile

Year lr9e1

triteritm: Coostroctiq.Single Function

CoAstructive :1i:10-Function ce of Pretest

Chi le
Mia..marolgaryhm*M.1.41..141

.....1,41.14.414/1001,01.., an mi. n .,46anamiwa ./...m.,...,...1.

Mi.....1.4..............., 4 nv .1, L.,. ,I+1,1.01,..... mg. we orstmuuovralVINI. .1.4

Date Criteriori

EVAL OSJECTIVE I
cr,ATERIOJ

Lc,os

And,.

11,

A

bye wri,101.1.rnA

11117 1751737717
SCORE

f
SURT Y1 AYS

...nr011.1* WWI

(1) lakt?, aprt i) pines

(IL Put tokther.1.1....01.11164w wuon.......110011.4 _nolo.. Wynn.* all..1.0.Twr

a.r.. ..01.4.M.M...4" ,na 11,

ruc lit

iu1.6 J3c1;,s verAlly or thru

3c;:lon

4 1

v.ays

uys

1.10.1.0.1.1..Y. se.

.4MMIIMpf.111 Ia. O&M 411,

ull*M.dirif mo.rsk,...1.411.1....m.

71V110.41.1

v..M.V.10,ewnerw0.414.0 yr..* oil
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